Drawing Vocabulary
Abstract painting: painting which does not show
specific objects or people, the emphasis is on
shapes, colors, structures and proportions
Acute angle
Aligned: on the same level as something else.
Angle: the amount turned, measured in
degrees, between two lines that start at the
same point
Arc: part of a curve or circle
Axis: a line dividing a symmetrical shape or object
Clay: a type of fine earth
Compass
Depth: a measurement form the front to the back
of an object
Digitally altered: changed using a computer
Dimension: measurement
Dot: a small mark made with the point of a pencil
Drawing Tools: instrument to help us draw
precise lines
Edge: the line that shows the limit of an object
Elevation: a scale drawing showing one side of an
object or building
Enlarge: make bigger
Finish: the appearance of the surface of
something, e.g. rough, smooth, shiny
Format: the way something is presented in
terms of size, shape and appearance
Freehand: drawing without using rulers or other
drawing tools
Grade: level of hardness
Graphite:
Height: a measurement form the top to the bottom
of an object
Hypotenuse: the side of a triangle opposite the
90º angle
Isosceles:
Lead 1 /led /
Lead: part of the pencil that makes a mark
Obtuse angle
Orthogonal projection: A system of drawing an
object by projecting its outline onto various planes
at right angles to each other.

Pintura Abstracta

Ángulo agudo
Alineado
Ángulo

Arco
Eje
Arcilla
Compás
Profundidad
Modificado digitalmente
Dimensión
Punto
Instrumentos de dibujo
Borde

Agrandar
Acabado
Formato
A mano alzada
Grado de dureza
Grafito
Altura
hipotenusa

pencil) mina
~ pencil lápiz m (de mina)
Mina
Ángulo obtuso
Proyección ortogonal

Parallel lines: lines with the same distance
continuously between them
Perception: the way we see something
Perpendicular lines: lines at 90º to each other
Perspective: the art of making images look threedimensional
Plane: a flat surface
Projected: shown as an image
Protractor
Radius: the measurement from the centre of a
circle to its circumference
Reduce: make smaller
Renaissance: an artistic arquitectural and
intellectual movement that started in the 15th
century
Right angle
Right angle triangle
Rotation axis: where two planes meet
Ruler
Scale rules: rules for measuring scale
Scale: the proportion between the size of an object
in a drawing and its real size
Scalene
Sectioned: cut
Segment
Segment: part of a straight line between two
points
Set squares: a flat piece of metal or plastic in
the shape of a triangle with angle of 90º
Side
Size: how big or small something is
sketch
Sketch: the first rough drawing of the object we
want to create
sketch;
outline
Stencil: a sheet of plastic or paper with shapes
cut out so they can be reproduced on a surface
Technical drawing: a very precise drawing of an
object
Tracing
Trazar

Líneas paralelas
Percepción
Línea perpendicular
Perspectiva
Plano
Proyectado
Transportador
Radio
Reducir
Renacimiento

Ángulo Recto
Triángulo Rectángulo
Eje de rotación
Regla
Escalímetro
Escala
Escaleno
Sección
Segmento
Segmento
Escuadras
Catetos
Tamaño
croquis sustantivo masculino
Boceto (según definición del libro)
boceto
Plantilla
Dibujo Técnico
trazado
‹línea› to trace, draw;
<plano› to draw ‹ruta› to plot;
~ el contorno de algo to outline sth

1. ( Arquit ) ‹puente/edificio› to design
2. ‹plan/proyecto/estrategia› to draw up, devise
(describir) to draw;
~ un paralelo entre los dos casos to draw a
parallel between the two cases;
trazó una semblanza de la vida y obra del
artista he drew o sketched a picture of the life
and work of the artist
Vertex: the point where two lines of an angle
meet
View (of an object): what an object looks like
when viewed from a particular viewpoint
Width: a horizontal measurement, from side to
side

Vértice
Vista
Anchura

